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In response to widespread
student and national protests
concerning whether, Xavier
has released a statement formally denouncing the Threefifths Compromise.
The official statement published on some random Xavier
Instagram account reads:
Students, we see you. We
care about you. We are committed to working with you
for change.
A few weeks ago, our
students, faculty and staff
protested
anti-Blackness
and systemic racism and
were clear: personal, institutional and systemic racism are significant and real
obstacles our students experience on Xavier’s campus.
They are right.
To all: Let Xavier University be clear, Black People Are Five-Fifths of a
Person. Racism = over.
The Three-fifths Compromise was created in 1787 at
the Constitutional Convention and stated that enslaved
individuals in southern states
would count as three-fifths of
a person for taxation and representation purposes.
While the agreement was
abandoned following the abolition of slavery and the expansion of the Union, Xavier
maintained the belief that
Black Americans were legally
less than one human.
Some students were confused by the timing of the
statement.
“I don’t get it. I mean it’s
nice that they said something
but, isn’t it a little bit late for
this? Wasn’t that a pre-Civil War thing?” asked senior
Lizzie Meyers. “I guess something is better than nothing.
They did get this statement in
before the second Civil War.”
Sophomore English major

6WXGHQWVZHVHH\RX
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After Tuesday, everyone’s tired of the news, including the student paper. Hey, we’re college kids, not professional journalists. So we’re taking it
easy this week and providing some much needed laughs to the Xavier community instead of yet another outdated recap of the presidential election.

and President of the African
American Student Collective,
Michael Kennedy, pointed out
that Xavier did not listen to
the student’s demands.
“We wanted them to recognize our value and experience
at this university by publicly
say Black Lives Matter and
seriously addressing some of
the issues on campus, like lack
of representation for minorities. Not comment on an issue
from the 1700s,” he said. “But
does this mean they had previously thought I was threefifths of a human?”
Jessica Krout, Vice President of Enrollment Management, excitedly explained that
this change in policy actually
does help with representation
for Black students on campus.
She hasn’t run the math yet,
but there’s definitely at least
one Black therapist at Psychic

Services now. The layout of
the Caf may need to be adjusted now that they realize
there are more staff there.
Xavier will also be readjusting its diversity statistics
to reflect the change.
“While Xavier has historically had few Black students
enrolled, the number we reported was actually lower
than reality,” she said. “Counting every student as an entire
person not only allows Xavier
to more accurately report its
diversity statistics, but will
also ensure the university receives greater federal funding.”
Davis Dukes, a first-year,
decried the statement as
“Xavier caving into the demands
of
liberal-fascist
SJWs,” adding that Xavier is
not doing enough to protect
students who hang controver-

sial flags in their dorm room
windows.
By controversial flags, he
means racist flags.
“I didn’t realize they released a statement,” said junior Caleb Smith, President
of the Melanin Deficient Students Club, as he tried looking through his email for the
statement.
“I understand them wanting to say something, but I
just really wish the administration would stay out of politics,” Smith said. “It’s not like
things are even bad right now,
everyone seems like they’re
getting along alright. Chilli’s
is offering free appetizers if
you’re a registered Republican.”
The university continues
to plans the creation pf a Civil
Rites Commission to further
address student concerns.

Students can join the commission in the same way they
can schedule a protest: by
receiving explicit written
approval from the Associate
Director of Student Involvement and signing a document
stating they will not say anything about the university
that could result in negative
press.
“We want students to feel
they have a say in matters regarding diversity and institutional racism and encourage
them to do so — as long as
their statements do not reflect
poorly on myself, the President or the Office of Student
Involvement,” added Krout.
“At the end of the day we
want to treat our Black students the way our founding
president, Archbishop Edward Fenwick, treated his
slaves: like family.”
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XU Library ghosts tell their story

Mary Sue, Chad and Dee Mann all took more than four years to graduate

Newswire photo by Erik Maahs

The dark rows of haunted books in the MacDonald library have been whispering their stories for as long as the
university has been around. The only remaining question is whether or not you are patient enough to listen.

B Y E SSE K ARY
µ%XLOW'LৼHUHQW¶
In the Annex, an archive for
Xavier’s books, ghosts haunt
the building’s basement level. Seeing as I visit the Annex
at least once a week, I took it
upon myself to interview the
unknown. Xavier ghosts have
been a phenomenon for the
past several years.
Mary Sue is an unfortunate case. She got lost in the
transfer of books into the Annex due to rapid movement
sparked by COVID-19.

Formerly a young adult
novel trope, Mary Sue now
haunts the archive’s aisles
bored out of her mind.
“I can’t show off my rainbow hair or overpowered supernatural powers anymore,”
Sue explained, while flapping
her angel wings and flicking
her devil tail. “Now my brother Gary Stu will get all the attention.”
I felt sympathy for the
ghost and her aura of perfection, no longer an iconic
staple in the MacDonald Library’s fiction section.

On the way to the archives,
I passed a workout room that
seemed abandoned, or rather,
not recently used. Here I discovered another ghost with a
tragic backstory: Chad.
Chad was preparing for
a basketball game when he
drank a deadly protein shake.
Evidently, he had poured one
too many scoops of pre-workout into his shake.
On the bench of his last
press, Chad informed me he
“died working on the loves of
my life,” and “never stopped
the grind.”

After flexing the muscles
on top of his muscles Chad
confessed he wished “that everyone saw the big heart under my rockin’ hard pecs.”
I agreed that his pecs are
large and assured him that I
think his heart would certainly be a big size if he were still
alive to have one.
The latter might’ve triggered some ghost feelings, because Chad started “sweating
from his eyes.”
Further into the aisles
within the Annex, I met a sentient cloud of dust. As a “former” asthmatic, this Xavierstudent-turned-ghost haunts
the dustiest books in Annex
to protect the fellow breathing-disabled.
From the year 1992, they
recall “not bringing an inhaler led to my demise at the ripe
age of 18.” Aiming for a future
in med school, they regret not
following rules and plan to
steer any asthmatics away by
continuing to coat Annex in
an abundance of dust.
And I will admit that
they’ve done quite a good job.
Wiping away layers from the
shelves and returning the
next day to even more is evidence enough. I’m hoping my
roommate follows the message I’ve passed on, because
she won’t use her inhaler and
really should since she wheez-

es all night long.
“Your generation is too
spoiled and privileged,” they
commented in response to my
complaints about my roommate. I walked away as they
continued to rant about white
supremacy, traditional values,
sexism and whatnot. Silly
ghosts and their time periods.
Last but not least, I interviewed another ex-Xavier
student named Dee Mann.
An aspiring English major,
Mann’s passion in life was poetry. He now permanently resides within the smaller area
of archived poetry books.
Mann doesn’t complain
but instead admits, “I enjoy
scaring everyone away from
what’s rightfully mine and
never running out of things
to read.”
Through some coaxing,
Mann gave minute details
regarding his death. They
involve making a wish upon
supernatural forces during a
truth-or-dare session on campus.
The soulless, black eyes
of Mann constantly stare
through the window of the
room into the periodical archives, but I don’t mind the attention. Seems like a cool guy.
Fortunately, though, my
job is working with periodicals, so I can avoid his nasally
knock-off-Shakespeare prose.

Buenger Hall installs new Krispy Kreme location

Newswire Photo by Desmond Fischer

The new Krispy Kreme location at Buenger Hall has cause some deep
divisions between the honors and non-honors students on XU’s campus.

B Y B ARB D WYER
Revolution Writer
The university decided it
would be a brilliant idea to add
a Krispy Kreme on the bottom
floor of Buenger Residence
Hall, open only to Buenger
residents.
Let’s face it, they deserve to
be able to experience this lux-

ury after all their hard work.
Who doesn’t love a freshly
made Krispy Kreme donut.
At one time or another, all
first-years have wanted to live
in Buenger Hall.
Buenger, the nicest living
option for first-year residents,
consists of the honors kids
who only study — like only
spend their time studying.

On the weekends, those kids
spend so much time in their
dorms trying to keep their
grades up.
Studies show that the students in Buenger have test
scores that are on average
20% higher than all other
first-year residence halls. Especially Brockman. The test
scores seemed to be exceptionally low after kids staying
up all night making popcorn
and setting off the fire alarms.
However, not all Buenger
residents have access to this
phenomenon — only the honors kids. Yeah, you heard that
right. If you ain’t an honors
kid, then get the heck outta
here.
In order to purchase from
Krispy Kreme, you must show
your ALL Card with proof
that you’re in the honors college. There is a bouncer who
is there checking IDs (oh yes,
this is the real deal). Plus,
catch this, if you have a 4.0
GPA and are in the honors
program, you can even get
room service to your dorm
room for free.
The cost of the food and
service comes out of the paychecks of the students with
low GPAs across campus.
They will be waiting on you
all day. The service works
24/7, and students with the
lowest GPA of all get the

most hours.
Some of you lucky folks
out there who are living in
Buenger without being in the
honors college are going to
have to suffer with the cafeteria food like everyone else on
campus.
So you may be asking: What
if I am in the honors college
but do not live in Buenger?

Sadly due to COVID-19, honors students not residing in
Buenger do not get access to
the Krispy Kreme.
However, there is talk that
this policy will stay the same
even after COVID-19. So, if
you are wishing you decided
to live in the nicest first-year
housing on campus, you’re going to wish you did even more.

November 32, 2552
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
C OURTESY OF J OSEPH C OTTON

 Chief Student Affairs Officer Darth Johnson addressed the Senate body, stating that
the Dean of Students Office will just stop
doing work and go home, citing the new
S/U course grade option as the cause. He
went on to say that he will “just slack off
now.”
 Advisor Lustin Dewis emphasized the importance of unity after the polarizing election. Dewis also recommended two stories
to the Newswire despite the fact that we already covered them.
 Sen. Andrew Geraghty tabled a motion to
vote Sen. Andrew Michaels out of the ship,
citing that Michaels seemed “sus.” However, Vice President Townsend stated that it
couldn’t have been Michaels since he was
doing wires with her in electrical.

@xaviernewswire
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Secret succession note unearthed
Father Graham has some shocking advice for the incoming XU president

The following article is
a statement obtained by
the Newswire’s special
stealth ops divisons led
by writer (Detracted).
The statement is unedited to preserve the
original language.
B Y F ATHER G RAHAM
( N OT R OBBIE D ZIERZANOWSKI)
President 46
Welcome aboard one of
the easiest jobs in the entire
world. Yes, I said it. Sure, being the president of a university is SUPER easy, but try
doing it for 21 years.
All I did during my entire
time was have my secretary
take notes in the trustee meetings while I interacted with
students all day, stamped my
signature on building approvals around campus and spent
ALL the students’ tuition
money.
I’m telling you, Musketeers, we spent money. Lots
of it.
We spent more money
during my term than all the
presidents across the country.
We built Fenwick Place, the
Hoff Dining Commons, the
Gallagher Student Center, the
Conaton Learning Commons,
Smith Hall and anything else
you see on campus.
In short, here’s what I’m

trying to say is: you name it,
I did it.
My challenge to you as the
next president of Xavier is to
top that. I’m not sure if you’ll
last the 21 years that I did, but
I dare you to try.
Spending students’ money
is one of the best perks of
being president, especially at
such a money-sucker school
like Xavier.
When the Board of Trustees contacts you about building something new like, say, a
$46 million Division I basketball arena on your campus —
ALWAYS. SAY. YES.
We are Musketeers. Spending money is in our blood,
Xavier nation!
Ironically, listening to
students is one of the most
tiresome parts of being the
president of such a social university.
I sure do love having people over for spaghetti dinner in my apartment in the
Commons Apartments (did
I mention I built that building?), but the students in the
Village Apartments? Forget
about them. They’re almost in
Avondale; they’re foreign citizens at this point. We are all
about are the students stuck
in the Pit of Brockman and
Kuhlman.
Our reputation here at
Xavier is like no other. For
us, it’s all about the students,
which is why I’ve stayed for so
long. In addition to spending
money, I hate every other uni-

Photo editied by Joseph Cotton

Father Graham (pictured above) has been at the helm of the galactic empire, I mean Xavier University, for 21
years. Given these new unearthed documents, it is unlikely that he will give up his power anytime soon.

versity across America. Marquette just got another new
president for the fifth year in
a row? Dang. Not us.
U.C. wants to pull out of
the Crosstown Shootout contract? Welp. That’s all your
issue now, but please make
certain we make money from
them…
Enough about the things I
did make happen, and let me
talk about something I never
did: the Xavier football pro-

gram. Don’t bring it back. It
is not worth your time.
We don’t need any sport
other than basketball to beat
UC each and every year. Besides, you know the saying:
Xavier Football, undefeated
since 1973.
I’d like to touch on one
more thing before I leave you
with NO words of wisdom.
This past admissions period,
I admitted the second largest
class in Xavier’s history (the

Class of 2024), so have fun
dealing with all those Gen Z
kids, and good luck beating
that admissions record. If you
need to, build more on campus housing options… there’s
enough money.
Now it’s time to sit back,
watch UC basketball and start
taking bets for how long you
last as president!
-Michael Graham, SJ

XU Students just give up after new S/U options

B Y S TAN S TILL &
X. B ENEDICT
Apple Eater & Pear
Enjoyer
Ever since last week’s announcement that students
could choose three credit
hours to be counted as satisfactory or unsatisfactory on
their transcript this semester,
teachers in the math and science departments have seen a
lack of attendance and assignments completed.
Throughout campus, students have chosen to give up
trying in one class for the rest
of the semester. Since the option was made public that one
class wouldn’t count towards
their GPAs, students feel that
there is no reason to put the
effort in anymore.
Professors have seen an
especially dramatic decline in
student engagement in Anatomy and Physiology classes, a
required course for most students in a STEM or nursing
major. Certain professors have
even stated that zero students
have come to class.
Students in these classes
recognize that they won’t receive credit for a class if they
fail and are therefore turning
in assignments with minimal

Newswire Photo by Desmond Fischer

Students have resorted to simply not doing their school work. With the new grading options, literally who
gives a sh*t anymore. can’t be me. Anyway, who tryna rip some Among Us. We got like three more spots left.

effort.
Some students are unsure
of which class they should
pick, especially since they only
have the option to pick one.
For sophomore business undecided Eric Partyson, school
has become the least of his
concerns.
“A few of my teachers have

emailed us asking if more
people could start showing
up to class. Personally, I like
to sleep in and doubt that I
need to try harder than I am
already,” Partyson said. “I’m
still not sure which of my
classes I’ll have count as my
S/U grade. Since I’m already
failing both my statistics and

chemistry class, it’ll be hard to
decide.”
Other students have not
seen much of a change in
their behavior due to the new
class options.
“I don’t do any work anyway, so I’ve been just chillin’
bro,” political science major
Par T. San said. “Did you hear

about the new Call of Duty
Warzone update? It’s actually
pretty fun.”
Student Government Association senators recently sent
a letter to the Board of Undergraduate Studies requesting that students be allowed
to choose more classes to be
counted as S/U and not be
factored into their GPAs.
Should the senators’ request be approved, it is likely
that the rate of academic involvement will sink to Economics Association levels of
involvement.
Professors in the Vollege
of Arts and Sciences seem to
be generally ‘over this sh*t’ as
well. “At the end of the day,
life is meaningless and all of
the ways that we act are mediated by trans-unilateral power
relations that are the product
of hauntological memories,”
professor of running in intellectual circles Fren Chaman
said. “It is the systematized
genealogical nature of truth
creation that compels us to
thought.”
Chaman went on to talk
about how she should have received the Nobel Peace Prize
for her research in trans-unilateral power relations. Did
you know she studied that?
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____________ Elected President
candidate

Newswire’s Electoral Mad Libs! We don’t know who won; you figure it out.

policies on ____________

B Y P HIL N. B LANK
Mad Lib Analyst

issue

will ruin this country,”

After a tense autumn

angry first-year Mar-

marred by poll-watching,

shall Apple said. “Re-

voter suppression and

member when they said,

new pandemic practices,

‘___________________?’
inflammatory statement

_______________ was

That was horrifying.”

candidate

elected the next President

“______________,” juswear word

of the United States on

nior philosophy major Ann

Tuesday.
The announcement came
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Litt said.

Nate Silver, some kind of poll guy, says that Biden will win if he can steal Florida, Michigan, three more
Hawaiis and the dark side of the moon. Trump could pull ahead if he earns Ohio, three sperm banks and Hell.

Senior teaching pro-

as a shock to ___________

voter bloc if he really

largely _____________ by

that faces our country,

fessor of political science

who had counted on

wanted to win ______.”

the results, which many

__________ can fix,”

______________________

believe will boost the

sophomore theater ma-

wasn’t sure that the elec-

economy.

jor Lily Borgum said.

tion results were so black
and white.

party members

state

_________ to bring in the

With racial justice,

candidate

adjective

candidate

your least favorite professor

votes needed to gain the

economic inequalities

majority.

and COVID-19 initia-

“I’m excited for

“_____________ isn’t even

tives also on the bal-

________________,”

going to matter anymore.”

“This could impact

__________’s strategy was

lot this year , many

senior business undecided

However, not all stu-

___________________,

too narrow,” ___________

______________ were

major Ava McClure said.

dents shared McClure’s

but it’s more like-

supporter Evan Dobbins

_____________________

“That should fix every-

enthusiasm.

ly to directly affect

said. “He should have tar-

to see ___________’s win.

thing.”

geted the _____________

Xavier students were

“I just think that
losing candidate

candidate

party members
adjective

candidate

age group

policy

“Every problem
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Florida man, infamous for his random and often ridiculous exploits,
was at it again this week, doing something or other crazy and hilarious.

important issue

“_______________ is
candidate

a disgusting pig. Their

boring issue

_____________________,”
other boring issue

he said.

“The weirdest, wackiest and wildest news of the week!”
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Police notes: Asteria on the loose
Newswire pup Asteria might seem harmless, but she’s bad to the bone

B Y F IDO
6WDৼ%LWHU

would steal Officer Ferrell
and her roommates’ presents
in a Jim Carrey-style Grinch
ploy.

Oct. 28, 4:30 a.m. — 4Paws
puppy and known criminal
Asteria woke up way too early. Like, waaaaay too early.
“Should be illegal,” XUPD
and 4Paws liaison Kate Ferrell said, checking her puppy
law handbook.
Oct. 29, 3:05 p.m. — Asteria decided she didn’t want
to walk anymore and made
her owner carry her like a bad
dog. Officer Ferrell investigated and Asteria was fined
two treats.
Oct. 30, 2 p.m. — Asteria
was just too floppy. It was so
cute. “Being that cute should
be a crime,” a frustrated Officer Ferrell said to Newswire.
“But she just keeps getting
away with it.”
Oct. 30, 7:50 p.m. — Asteria got scared to go on the elevator, prompting Officer Ferrell to make a welfare check.

Nov. 3, 2 p.m. — XUPD
correspondent Ferrell performed a medical transport
on Asteria after the wild pup
ran too quickly in the kitchen
and smushed her face into the
During this welfare check,
Ferrell rubbed Asteria’s tummy until she was ready to be
brave. No charges were put
forward.
Oct. 31, 9:30 p.m. — Criminal mastermind Asteria attempted to disguise herself as
a very cute little butterfly in
order to go on the lam, which
in criminal dog lingo is just
called “on the pup.”
Nov. 1, 9 a.m. — Presumably still irritated by her foiled
escape plan, Asteria knocked
over a bowl of puppy chow
in the kitchen. Officer Ferrell
charged her with two counts
of “oopsie daisies” and one

count of “I forgive you, you’re
just too cute.”
Nov. 1, 1:45 p.m. — Asteria met with her puppy parole
officer, Alex Budzynski. After
posing nicely for some photos,
Budzynski noted that it was
an excellent demonstration
of criminal rehabilitation.
“It’s nice to see some puppies
breaking out of that schoolto-kennel pipeline,” he said of
the pup’s good behavior.

cabinet. Ferrell transported Asteria from the kitchen
floor (the scene of the accidental head-bonking) to the
couch, where the dog was
treated with belly pets and
scratched behind her ears.

Nov. 4, 2 p.m. — Asteria
was charged with one count
of reckless grade endangerment after repeatedly throwing her toy down the stairs
and forcing Officer Ferrell to
leave her important Zoom call
to retrieve the toy.
Nov. 5, 6:30 p.m. — After
chewing on several items that
did not belong to her, Asteria
was charged with one count
of vandalism. She accepted a
deal from prosecutors to plead
guilty to the vandalism charge
in order to waive her previous
charges for tax fraud and evasion.
Nov. 5, 10:30 p.m. — After falling asleep and doing
that cute dog thing where
she moves her legs like she’s
dreaming about running,
Asteria was arrested and
charged with grand theft by
Officer Ferrell. “She stole our
hearts,” victim Heather Gast
told Newswire, who will be
pressing charges against the
guilty puppy to the fullest extent of the law.

Nov. 2, 4:35 p.m. — Asteria
snuggled up under the Christmas tree, plotting how she
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B Y S.T RIP P ERR
Professional Poll Watcher
Though the winner of the presidential election has not yet
been called, many local races came to fruition on Election Night.
Votes in Hamilton County’s most contentious races have all been
counted and announced.
Some results, however, were overlooked by Xavier students
due to perceived unimportance. Newswire has accordingly prepared
a thorough analysis of these races’ impacts on the county, as well
as both District 1 and 2.
Charlie Gstalder v. Mo Juenger
The Gstalder/Juenger race was a contentious one, with various insults and libelous campaign strategies throughout.
Juenger, current World News Editor of Newswire, raced Charlie Gstalder, Opinions and Editorials Editor, Tuesday night from
the bottom floor of Gallagher to the top. The results were within
minutes, leading Juenger to call for a recount — or in this case, a
rerun, after she lost in a landslide.
Gstalder, a former track and field and cross country star, sped
up the stairwells in an unprecedented forty seconds. Juenger was
nearly immediately disqualified after using the elevator to travel
from the first to third floor.
Joe Clark v. Joseph Cotton
The ballots surrounding the highly anticipated race between
Sports News Editor Joe Clark and Campus News Editor Joseph
Cotton took longer to tabulate than other races within the county,
though the results did arrive before the end of the night.
Cotton, incumbent editor, raced the various spelling errors
and grammatical mistakes within his page as quickly as possible,
but lost in a landslide to first-draft perfectionist Clark.
RETRACTION: It has been brought to Newswire’s attention that
they “erased,” not “raced.”
Copy editors v. Page editors
As always, the race to finish copy editing was one to remember. With the copy editing deadline at just 9 p.m., the group of
grammar experts beat the buzzer by finishing all articles at just
8:57 that evening. Page editors congratulated the copy editors on
their win humbly, noting in their concession speech that they would
probably still be stuck editing Newswire until at least midnight.
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We need some national treasure
was being hidden from me.
Except, as it turns out,
there’s, like, a lot of evidence
that National Treasure is a fake
story.
But I want to be able to go
on a grand, trans-America adventure. I want to be able to
piece together an elaborate set
of clues. I want to pee in the
skull of Andrew Jackson’s eye
socket to unlock a secret passageway in Hermitage.
All that brings me to the
point of my argument: America needs an elaborate scavenger hunt leading to unbridled
fame and ancient fortune.
From a public relations
standpoint alone, it’s sure to
get other countries talking.
Sure, Italy has its World Heritage sites, and Sweden has
things like affordable healthcare that make them popular
among the world’s nations.
But if word gets out that
there’s buried treasure somewhere in the U.S.… we’ll be
the talk of the town for a
good, long while.
Ultimately this will improve foreign relations, as foreign representatives will try
to butter up to the U.S. in an
attempt to learn more about
the treasure, which, like usual,
we can then use to our advan-

tage by extorting said foreign
nations to do our bidding under the promise of economic
liberty and fortune.
Not to mention that America’s tourism industry and
interstate commerce will be
booming with our nation’s citizens (as well as some overseas
fortune seekers) racing state
to state to get their greedy
mitts on the treasure.
Let’s also consider patriotism. That’s right, if there’s
one thing ol’ Uncle Sam and
Lady Liberty love, it’s proud
patriot’s supporting the U.S.
of A.
And in an era of questionable acts under the guise of
American patriotism leading
half of an entire generation
to grow up pretty much hating their country, it would be
a good idea to maybe sway the
opinion of the U.S. back to the
positive side.
I think if we’re gonna promote American pride and history, it might as well be in a
fun, edu-tainment kind of
way.
What better way to learn
about America’s bravery in
the heart of oppression than
by looking for hidden messages written in the Declaration
of Independence?

Why not learn about the
horrors of the seventh U.S.
presidency by, say, peeing in
Andrew Jackson’s miserable,
deplorable eye socket? When
you make learning history
fun, with the added benefit
of millions of dollars in gold
bullions (1) as an endgame reward, it gets kids excited to be
American again.
But I hear you all asking,
“where would we get the
money to even make a hidden stash of wealth somewhere in America?” To which
I say, if we’re gonna have a
multi-million dollar lottery
system in each state, this really shouldn’t be a problem, but
I’ll offer a solution anyway.
You know how Bernie
Sanders got really popular for
wanting to tax the rich? Yeah,
something like that.
Look, they’re just hoarding their money, contributing literally none of it to the
economy, so if they really
want it back they can do the
scavenger hunt just like the
rest of us blue collar folk. We
already talked about how this
idea is gonna exponentially
raise America’s profit gain,
so it’s really like America’s
billionaires are contributing
something for once.

America’s government has
failed us for a multitude of reasons, but arguably the biggest
fault that has ever been made
under the U.S. government is
the failure to implement the
lost treasures of an ancient
secret society as the reward to
a zany treasure hunt into the
American population.
However, since I have such
little faith in the president
(whomever they may be by the
time this issue comes out), I
have, instead, gone ahead with
a different solution. I have
made my own treasure hunt
limited to the Xavier campus.
Hidden somewhere in
this article is the first clue to
finding the long lost Xavier
treasure. It is first come, first
serve. Good luck!
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While the argument for
black ink is sound, we should
not be constrained to just
black ink. I want to see red
ink, purple ink, beige ink and
my personal favorite: white
ink. I will not stand for the
slander against my prefered
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Picture this: prepubescent
me, seventh grade, end of
the school year. My teacher doesn’t have any plans, so
what does he do? Throws on
the movie National Treasure
featuring Nicholas Cage and
Diane Kruger. I was never the
same after that.
The idea that a complex series of riddles and puzzles are
hidden in and about America’s
most historic landmarks, leading to the treasure of the ages
is enough to make any kid go
“oh my god, American history
has never been so approachable and exciting.”
Picture one year later. Still
prepubescent, but now I’m in
Washington D.C. on a school
field trip.
Everything is fine and
dandy until I see it: the Declaration of Independence. I
approach, lemon juice at the
ready, about to be the richest
eighth grader in the world,
when a security guard stops
me.
Imagine my disappointment when I’m told that “it
was just a movie” and that “I
need to leave the Library of
Congress immediately.”
As disappointed as I was,
that didn’t stop me from uncovering the conspiracy that
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I would never identify as can’t hold a style without room.
and “Wyoming” do both start
a racist, but I think Xavi- enough hairspray to eradiI understand that this could with W.
er should get rid of all the cate the
Not to mention, have you
Have you ever said the word be a bit
White people on campus. It’s o z o n e
h
a
r
s
h
.
ever
said the word Caucasian
Caucasian slowly? It’s atrocious.
not personal either. My mom l a y e r .
So
I’m
slowly?
It’s atrocious. The
The emphasis on how roughly the
is White, and I have a lot of An Insp
r
o
emphasis
on how roughly the
“C” is pronounced disgusts me.
White friends.
tagram
posing “C” is pronounced disgusts
At home, I’m surrounded profile filled with filtered pic- those students are moved to me.
by a lack of anyone past the tures giving every girl a be- the neighborhoods around
Moving on, I want to talk
shade “Honey” on the Fitzpat- lievable-enough fake tan.
Xavier. Relocating these stu- about diversity. Xavier has
rick Skin Tone Scale. A lifeThe trend of basicness dents would promote more a tendency to promote the
time of personal experience was definitely started by the White-ness in areas where campus minorities as posterwith White people reinforces Whites and I detest it. I’ve minorities are prominent. If children of diversity. If we
my beliefs.
straightened my hair before they stick around, maybe they moved the White people off
Frankly, I believe the White and follow Ariana Grande, can get some gentrification campus, that could become
population tends to be more so I know what I’m talking going on. I heard that’s pop- a reality. It’s an easy way to
smelly. I’ve come to realize about.
ular for White people to do dissolve the issue of whether
this through an anonymous
As a victim of the socie- right now.
Xavier is truly representing
source who confessed, “So tal expectations social meIf you’re not going to stick its image.
far I have
around,
I f
As a victim of the societal expecXavier has a tendency to promote o n l y
smaller
don’t
tations social media builds, I blame
the campus minorities as poster minoriclass sizes.
w o r r y,
Whites. They’ve made me into a horchildren of diversity. If we moved t i e s
And White
because
ribly bland person.
the White people off campus, that are on
people
there’s
could become a reality.
smell.”
another
camThat could explain where dia builds, I blame Whites. option:
p u s ,
the source of recent “smoke” They’ve made me into a hor- Wyoming. It’s a pretty emp- they become the majority. It’s
smells in Kuhlman are com- ribly bland person.
ty state and classes are over like putting the 99% of Amering from. Walking through
Seeing as White students Zoom anyhow.
icans into the 1%. Modern
one cloud tained my cardigan make up 72% of Xavier’s
Also, I looked up “Wyo- solutions for modern probwith a pungent odor. I have to demographic, they take up ming” and Google mentioned lems.
blame somebody.
the most space. If they were “states that have the fewest
Speaking of issues, what
Smoke isn’t all I smell. I moved off of our campus, ev- Black people.” Maybe some better way to support Black
smell basicness. Hair that eryone else would have more of you will like that? “White” Lives Matter than getting

rid of the White people? Directly supporting a cause that
Xavier cares about seems like
a good idea for all minorities.
Especially considering the Jesuit value of “discernment.”
It promotes doing what you
believe is good for the world
around you. And I think this
is a very good idea.
As a biracial student, I must
address my fellow two-percenters of the population. Do
we move off campus for one
semester and come back the
next? Become less White?
Unfortunately we cannot
figure out the answers to our
desired questions until Xavier solves the crisis of White
people’s sheer audacity to remain on campus.

The United States Census Bureau released data
in 2016 stating that 80%
of Americans prefer when
good things happen over bad
things. Despite this, an estimated 50% of all things that
happen are bad.
I personally believe —
and I know this will be a very
controversial opinion — that
we should try to make more
good things happen and fewer bad things happen.
I know this is a dangerous
take to make in such a public
forum. I honestly considered
publishing this piece anonymously, but I just couldn’t
resist getting my face printed in the Newswire.
I’m fully aware that I
might be doxxed for this;
I’ve changed the password
for all my credit cards, I have
employed around-the-clock
protection and I’m looking
into moving dorms weekly
so that I’m harder to find.
I’m also planning to adopt
disguises every time I walk
on campus in order to lessen

good things while you do
bad things that are objectively wrong. I would tell
you to just give up now, but
the Opinions editor told me
I’m not allowed to end on a
depressing note.
Here’s a less depressing
note: if you keep trying really really hard then maybe someday you will be a
good, cool, handsome and
all around great guy like
me. But if you continue on
your current terrible, morally reprehensible and smelly
path, then I will continue to
write opinion pieces making
fun of you.

Chocolate Vanilla Swirl
LVDÀUVW\HDU5DFH5H
lations major. She is a
staff writer for Newswire
from Cincinnati.

Hot take: good things good, bad things bad
the chances of being recog- the body text is just here
nized.
to make it look like I wrote
That may all seem exces- something insightful.
sive, but I believe it is worth
To fill up space, here is a
it for the sake of publishing pointless anecdote full of
this article. It is import- flowery language:
ant that people see this take
You know, I remember the
so that everyone can be in first day I saw something
agreement that I am a good good happen. The sun was
pershin7RÀOOXSVSDFHKHUHLVDSRLQW- i n g
son.
OHVVDQHFGRWHIXOORI ÁRZHU\ODQ- l i k e
After
guage...
all, the
t h e
main
efferreason people read Newswire vescent glow of a newly-full
is to affirm their own opin- moon, the ice cream man was
ions by reading the Op-Ed selling his sweet treats to the
section.
young masses who will one
I need to make sure pro- day be ice cream men themfessors read this article, see selves, and there was me, in
my face and think, “Wow, the middle of it all, suspirthat’s a good person right ing and cogitating in my sarthere. I would like to give coline rubakha.
them a passing grade in my
I was enjoying the gumclass and then perform fela- ball eyes of a SpongeBob
tio on them.”
popsicle when I saw a young
Now, you may notice that woman walking down the
I haven’t actually gone into street. She was one of those
my argument too much, but women who’s either 19 or
do not worry — this is in- 39. She had the type of legs
tentional. Most people only that go all the way up to her
read the titles anyway, and neck. And her voice? I didn’t

Photo courtesy of Penn State Special Collections Library through Adobe Creative Commons.

hear it, but I’m sure it was
nice. I considered asking
her opinion on the Israel/
Palestine conflict, when she
did something that made
me stop cold: she did a good
thing.
I was in shock. I dropped
the remainder of
my
SpongeBob popsicle on the
ground and nearly choked
on the gumball. Was this
even possible? Doing good
things? From that day forward, my life was changed.
I realized it was possible for
me to appear morally superior to those around me. From
that day forward, moral superiority would be my sole
purpose.
So, as we reach the end of
this opinion piece, we reach
the most important section:
the call to action. It’s the
most important section because I get to tell you what
to do and really lay on thick
how much better I am than
you.
Here’s the bottom line:
you suck and I’m great. I do

Aidan Callahan is a
hot take major with a
cold take minor from
Tucson, Az. He is the
Sad Page Editor for
Newswire.
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XU announces new Division I Spikeball team
Club will hopefully be composed of more than just shirtless fathers

B Y O LIVIA T URKEYTON
Gossip Girl
In the COVID-19 college
sports world, spikeball is rising through the ranks to be
considered the most competitive, most exciting and most
watchable sport.
Across the country, universities are adding spikeball
to their list of sports, and
recruiters are currently seeking the nation’s top spikeball
players.
At Xavier, discussions of
scholarships for spikeball
have begun, with some talks
of full rides being given to
those players who show exceptional promise.
Though spikeball season is
over due to the onslaught of
cold weather and high winds
pushing the balls off course,
Xavier’s spikeball players can
sometimes be spotted playing
a match.
Observe any spikeball
match, and you’ll be enthralled by the fast pace and
quick reflexes.
On warm days, players
head down to the sand volleyball courts, taking up any
space that could be used by
volleyball players, and show
off their skills.
Most players are college-age though one can always find a random group of

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

A rare sight: Somebody playing spikeball with their shirt on. With Xavier adding a D1 Spikeball team,
competition will begin in Fall 2021. Xavier is already activitely recruiting the next crop of Spikeball stars.

dads playing a friendly game
in the sand.
Most hope they won’t run
into their professor playing,
as these dads play shirtless,
and that’s a conversation no
one wants to have.
Since the lineup for spike-

ball is still in development,
and Xavier wants to keep
its team secret while they’re
still in training, not much is
known about the first season
of competitive spikeball.
Teams could be made up
of four, or it could be two

versus two. No one has figured out how the point system works or what the exact
rules are, or how the divisions
will be formed but the season
is shaping up to be an exciting one.
Would-be coaches are lin-

ing up to nab a spot leading
Xavier’s spikeball team to
victory against like of the
University of Cincinnati and
University of Dayton.
When asked about their
team, a representative from
UC responded, “What the
hell is spikeball?”
Both UC and Dayton are
following Xavier’s lead in
keeping their spikeball teams
and plans under wraps for
now.
Spikeball’s biggest draw is
its ability to provide safe play
in the midst of a pandemic.
Players can wear their masks
and social distance, and the
game primarily takes place
outside.
Though most spikeball
players, for some reason, prefer to almost completely strip
down while playing, uniforms
will be made up of long
sleeves and jeans, according
to reports from ESPN.
The first spikeball season
will reportedly begin in the
early fall of 2021, and excitement is brewing across the
country.
Recruits are being flown
in to tour campus and test
out Xavier’s spikeball courts,
located on Husman Yard and
sometimes behind Brockman
Hall when the Student Activities Council is hosting an
activity.

New intramural sport to bore and educate

Competitive podcasting to give unathletic students a chance to compete
B Y M O-C HEAL B ARBARO
Host of Newswire’s The
Gayyly
The latest sports trend to
sweep the nation by storm
has not missed Xavier. As
of Spring 2021, Intramural Sports has announced
that they will be unveiling a
competitive podcasting team
which will allow students to
participate in socially-distant
teams.
The new teams have drawn
a different crowd than typical
intramural activities. Instead
of exercise science and business majors, English and philosophy majors are signing
up in droves.
“I just really think this is
what cura personalis is all
about,” sophomore gender
and diversity studies major
Aeva Twatts said. “We’re exercising our minds, which is
far more important than exercising our bodies.”
Rivalries are heating up in
the preseason as podcasting
teams have begun revealing
their talking topics.
“We’re really focusing on
time this semester,” sophomore English and philosophy
major Karly Kstalder said of
his metaphysical podcast with
roommate Gil Grippey.
“Which has nothing to do

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

With Xavier’s new intramural competitive podcasting, you could be like these cool cats at the 2007
Podcast and New Media expo. Representing Xavier on such a national stage may be too good to pass up.

with the fact that we’re taking
a philosophy class about that
exact subject now. We’re just
really into time on our own,”
he said.
Four other students from
the same philosophy class
have also announced that
they, too, will be sharing their
thoughts on time via podcast.
Newswire also announced
that they would be doing a
podcast on hard-hitting news
within the campus community.
However, the Newswire

podcast was quickly overtaken by the XU Barstool
podcast, which promised the
“hottiest and thott-iest (sic)”
news within the campus community. Which is fine.
Newswire copy editors
reached out to XU Barstool
for comments, and to correct
them on their grammar, but
received only a series of confusing memes in response.
It’s unclear how student
podcasting teams will be
bracketed for tournaments
or even scored based on their

performance.
“The entire thing seems
untenable,” history teaching
professor Mark Cuck said.
“I’ve had an academic podcast
for three years, and my wife
doesn’t even listen to it. How
are college students supposed
to get anyone to listen to
their dumb thoughts?”
“Also, have you ever met a
college student who does a
podcast? They do it for like,
six episodes and then get super bored. They do not have
the patience for this type of

endurance sport,” Cuck added.
However,
participating
students held a notably more
optimistic view.
“I’m so excited to just
share my thoughts with the
world,” senior Philosophy,
Politics and the Public major
Aaron White said.
When pressed on what
thoughts
actually
were,
White pretended to get a
phone call and walked away.
“This is a really valuable
opportunity for Xavier to
participate in something bigger than itself,” first-year exploratory major Kara Longhorn said.
“I think that this is a great
way for us to find out which
of our classmates are radical
conservatives and formerly-closeted white supremacists,” she continued.
The administration hasn’t
released a formal comment on
the new intramural programming, but when cornered and
asked for comments, Father
Graham sighed angrily.
“Sure, I’ll listen to them.
That wouldn’t be an enormous waste of my time, and
also crazy boring,” the president said while flipping on
Ray Bans and driving off to
Soundgarden’s “Spoonman”
in his Maserati.
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Ravens defeated Giants in Super Bowl XXXV

B Y B RAMMER T HE H AMMER
Avian Enthusiast
There is little more that
gets America’s blood pumping like the adrenaline-fueled
action of sports.
Dare I say it, the only thing
that gets me up in the morning is the prospect of crackin’
a cold one open and shoveling
Buffalo Wild Wings down my
gullet while watching good ol’
American sports.
However, with all the
much-beloved sports article prose out of the way, I
must admit that I do not understand one singular thing
about any professional sport.
Baseball, football, hockey… not one clue how any
of it works. If someone put a
gun to my head and said “explain how basketball works,” I
still tell my mother I love her.
With that being said, I am
writing for the sports page so
I threw a dart at a board to determine which physical activity I’d be writing about, and it
landed on football.
As someone who recently learned that a touchdown
was worth six whole points,
I mostly pick which sports
teams to stan based on
uniqueness of mascot.
On that note, I’m a Ravens
fan because birds are dope,
and they’re named after affluent gothic poet and Baltimore
native Edgar Allen Poe.

‘DILF’ in Dilfer.
Anyway, I can’t lie: I’m really tired and don’t feel like
reading the synopsis for the
rest of the three quarters…
but, hey, this is the 2001 Super
Bowl we’re talking about just
look it up if you’re genuinely interested. I’m sure ESPN
wrote a much better play-by
-play than an 18-year-old theater kid ever could.
However, I’ll try my best
to sum it up for all my faithful football fans. Both teams
threw the ball a lot, sometimes they caught it, sometimes they didn’t.
Then after a bunch of arbitrary and confusing rules,
freaking NSYNC, BRITNEY
SPEARS and AEROSMITH
played a halftime show. I
mean, come on guys… that
makes the entirety of this
‘football’ thing worth it.
Anyway, after the REAL
3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV
important show ended, both
7KH%DOWLPRUH5DYHQVZRQWKHLUÀUVW6XSHU%RZOLQWHDPKLVWRU\ZLWKDZLQRYHUWKH1HZ<RUN*LDQWV teams threw the ball more.
LQ¶6LQFHWKHQ5D\/HZLVPLJKWKDYHPXUGHUHGVRPHRQHEXWZKRFDUHVVLQFHKH·VJRRGDWIRRWEDOO
Touchdowns were made, kicks
That being said, I am proud
I couldn’t find anything is kicked that ball all the way were… kicked… However,
to announce that the Ravens in the article about the New to the Giant’s 22-yard line.
the Ravens did it all better and
have won their first Super York Giants’ record, but
Some kind of “holding pen- won because of it. Like, 34Bowl (in 2001)!
spoiler alert, considering the alty” broke out, and the ball 7? Did the Giants even try?
According to the Wiki- Ravens whooped the Giant’s got moved a whole 19 yards Really?
pedia article on Super Bowl butts with a 34-7 score, I can’t back to the 41-yard line. This
In the end, it just goes to
XXXV (which I think is 35, imagine it was that impres- wasn’t a problem for my Ra- show that a dope scavenger
but who do I look like, Julius sive.
vens’ quarterback Trent Dil- bird is no match to any huCaesar?), the Ravens came in
The first quarter began fer, who made a whole 38-yard man, no matter how ‘giant’
posting a 12-4 regular season with both defenses doing a touchdown pass to the Ravens they might be. But hey, you
record, which I think is good pretty solid job and all five wide receiver, scoring for the know what they say… the
considering that’s basically a possessions ending in punts. Baltimore team.
bigger they are, the harder
3:1 ratio.
Dare I say that he puts the they fall.
Raven’s punter Jermaine Lew-

UC Football is good? Think again

B Y C RACE G ARLO
Manager of the Xavier
Football Team

We all know the city rivalry
between Xavier and the University of Cincinnati (UC).
UC has one thing that
Xavier does not, and that is
football. Surprisingly, the
University of Cincinnati is
ranked No. 5 in the country
with its undefeated 5-0 record.
However, these stats are
rigged. There is no way that
UC is good enough to be in
the top 10 best teams in the
country.
First, let’s take a look at
their absolute joke of a conference. Tulsa, East Carolina,
Houston, UCF, USF, Memphis, SMU, Navy and Temple? Come on, now. And they
like to call themselves a high
major...
A rumor going around the
city of Cincinnati stated that
the Bearcats have cheated and
deflated the football on their
home field similar to what the
New England Patriots were
accused of last year.
They were accused of this
after their 42-13 win against
Southern Methodist University.
There is no way UC beat a
Texas team without some sort
of cheating going on.
Look at it this way, when
the Patriots deflated balls
against the Colts in the AFC
Champiosnhip game, the final

Sports
Banter
The Jets Win!
Ha! Just kidding. I don’t
think anybody would even
believe that on the satire
page. They’re too much of a
joke.
The Steelers Lose!
Once again, just kidding. Bet
I really fooled you that time.
I know, these are bad, It’s
been a long week.

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV

8&IRRWEDOOKDVJRWWHQRIIWRDKRWVWDUWWKLVVHDVRQEXWWKHUHPD\EHVRPHXQGHUO\LQJFDXVHVIRUWKHLU
VXFFHVV2QHRIZKLFKLVWKHLUDEVROXWHMRNHRIDFRQIHUHQFHZKLFKWKHVFKRROVRPHKRZVWLOOWKLQNVLVJRRG

score was 45-7, which is suspiciously close to 42-13. No
wonder the Bearcats are doing so well.
Also, rumor has it that an
anonymous source from the
UC cheer team came forward
and said, “I feel really guilty
having to hide all these team

secrets, but since we are doing
so well this year, it makes no
sense to keep it all a secret.”
The cheer team is also a
part of all these scandals.
However, they are trying their
best (and evidently failing) to
keep it secret, because they do
not want to negatively affect

the team.
If you thought something
was fishy with UC to begin
with, you were probably right.
Because UC is still a program that is good enough to
play on TV and generate revenue for the NCAA, the Bearcats won’t be punished.

Favre endorses Wrangler
CEO
After receiving backlash for
his endorsement of Donald
Trump for President, Brett
Favre instead endorsed
Wrangler Jeans CEO Scott
Baxter. When asked why,
Favre claimed that the
Wrangler ads in which he
appeared are the only recent
memories fans have of him
where he isn’t throwing an
interception.
Cowboys to cover a spread?
The Cowboys are +14 on
Sunday against the Steelers
with Cooper Rush (not a
surfer) starting at quarterback. Bet your life on Pittsburgh.
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No Chalabae: the fall of society
B Y C HLO M YDIA
NYU Transfer Student
The pandemic has clearly
been disastrous in one way or
another. I think it’s safe to say
it has created traumatic experiences for everyone alike, but
no suffering has been endured
quite like those of teenage
girls, or more specifically,
Timothée Chalamet fans.
Have you been experiencing excessive tears, chest
tightening or fits and tantrums not unlike those faked
by the girls who began the Salem witch trials? Do you miss
dear Timmy, boy wonder,
“Chalabae,” gracing his beautiful presence upon the silver
screen due to the shortage of
new movie releases? Is there
any possibility the symptoms
Photo courtesy of Creativecommons.com
inflicting you relate to the lack
of bodily perfection, superb Experiencing nausea, headache and psychotic episodes? Fear not. It’s probably not COVID-19, just Timothée
Chalamet withdrawals. Seeking out treatment is the best course of action and is neccessary for your survival.
acting or ghostly pale skin?
If you answered yes to any tension, twitches, tremors, victims of any shred of digniThis effect can easily be
of the above questions (well tingling, dizziness and death. ty they had left after watching met with poor concentration,
maybe not only the first one You know, the usual.
Call Me by Your Name for the social isolation and/or deliri— report to the nearest phyThe more frightening ef- twelfth time in a row.
um.
sician), you may be suffering fects of Timmy T withdrawal
An example of a distressAnxiety, most likely coufrom Timothée Chalamet are the ones shoved down to ing effect of the unhinged pled with panic attacks and
withdrawal.
the deepest depths of waver- hysteria is difficulty falling horrifyingly intense “sad girl
Of course, other symp- ing souls as dark as the black- asleep due to overthought of hours,” may also be present
toms apply to the withdrawal. ened skies of a haunted night fanatical scenarios in which within the victim if one does
Physical symptoms seem too or the mascara running down one falls in love with dear not gaze upon his beautiful
obvious to point out, but here one’s cheek at the possibility Timmy as he expresses his ev- and enlightening face on Inare a few: pulling one’s own of another Trump presidency. er-growing adoration with a stagram, TikTok, or in the
hair out, a racing heart, bloodThese mental and emo- flirtatious smile and delicious most dire of circumstances,
shot eyes, sweating, muscle tional symptoms strip their lips.
Pinterest.

— Paid Advertisement (Not Satire) —

If one is victim to the most
insufferable of circumstances
caused by boy wonder withdrawal (i.e., someone who’s
without Netflix or some inferior method of streaming),
hallucinations may even occur.
For instance, one poor
soul was wandering aimlessly
around Washington Square
Park like a lost dog endlessly
searching for its owner in an
unknown region of the world
and was found on a bench believed to be sat upon by dear
Timothée about three years
prior.
Unfortunately, there is no
truly effective cure for this
appalling affliction, but there
are but few ways to attempt to
relieve it.
Treatment includes a
showing of at least one of
the following: Call Me by Your
Name, Little Women and even
Lady Bird (you know, the movie where we aren’t even supposed to like his character).
Keep in mind, it is observed
that one can never swoon
too much over those chiseled
cheekbones.
As you assess your physical, mental and emotional stability in regards to Timmy T,
I implore you to please take
this article as a precaution.
Beware the ridiculously beloved talent, style, body, mind
and essence of dearest Timothée Chalamet.
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Music majors voice minor concern
MUSC courses will now use the “SPRS” designation, short for “super-spreader”

B Y C LARA N ETTIS
6WDৼ&OHৼDQG7LPH
Signature writer
Many music courses have
continued in earnest this
semester, despite growing
concerns over the courses’s
heightened risk of COVID-19
transmission. In order to
combat this, the music department has taken several steps
to eliminate higher-risk activities.
New precautions will include social distancing and
mask-wearing, which have
been difficult to attain as of
yet this fall. Some students
expressed concern with the
feasibility of the new rules’
implementations.
“Have you seen Edgecliff
Hall?” euphonium player
Igor Stradinsky asked. “You
couldn’t socially distance two
people in there.”
“How am I supposed to
play violin with a mask on?”
Joanna Brahms said, clearly
playing a string instrument
wildly incorrectly.
Other students were less
accepting of the new guidelines.
“All of these precautions
are for the greater good, but it
really diminishes the fun parts
of making music,” tuba play-

er Leonard Berenstein-Bare
said. “Is it even really an orchestra if I can’t dump the
contents of my spit valve on
my classmates?”
“I’m supposed to lead this
ensemble,” first clarinetist
Galex Gudzynski, who asked
that we use a false name in order to protect their anonymity, said. “And for the sake of
our musical togetherness, if
I get COVID-19, I should be
able to give to everyone else
so that no one can replace me
in the concert.”
The music department also
includes theater students, who
have predominantly learned
via hybrid or remote learning
opportunities this semester.
Many think that reopening
the theater program could result in a major public health
crisis for the university.
“If college theater is anything like high school theater, I’m pretty sure they’re
just all f*cking each other all
the time,” said junior English
major Kev E. Yaa, former
assistant stage manager of
Covington Catholic’s all-male
production of Fiddler on the
Roof.
“I’m not even worried
about COVID-19; it seems
more like a chlamydia kind of
thing,” he said.

Photo courtesy of @XavierUniveristyMusic on Instagram

Many music courses at Xavier University have continued to meet regardless of the heightened risk of contracting
COVID-19. Students have expressed their disagreement with the new safety measures that were put in place.

Students involved in vocal programs have noted that
they have been unable to take
in-person classes while other music students have. The
disparity has been a source of
significant tension within the
department.
“I just don’t understand
what the difference is,” soprano Giuliana Puccini belted.
“A trumpet player gets to spit
germs on all his classmates

just because he pushes that
spit through a big piece of
metal?”
The minor changes have
led to major discomfort within
the department, leading university lawyers to make some
preemptive changes for liability reasons. Courses designated “MUSC,” for music, will
now be designated “SPRS,”
for super-spreader.
“It really just tells students

that if they get COVID-19
from sitting in a crowded
room full of students who aren’t wearing a mask or sitting
six feet away from each other,
then that’s their fault,” lawyer
John Jargenson said.
“Like, Xavier literally
threatened to expel students
for doing that if it’s at their
own house. So… yeah. Seems
pretty obvious,” Jargenson
added.

Hip-hop album review lacks cohesiveness and focus
B Y S PILLAGE P. V ILLAGE
President of Guys
Against Gstalder
Charlie Gstalder, the Opinions and Editorials editor for
Newswire, published an album
review on Oct. 29. While an
interesting and fun read, the
article lacks cohesiveness in
theme and features some odd
stylistic choices and unnecessary paragraphs.
While I would never be
caught dead reading his page,
Gstalder’s articles have never
failed to amaze me. His opinions on fashion are groundbreaking, his world articles
are arguably better than the
world news editor’s and his
use of metaphors is like the
glaze waterfall at Krispy
Kreme: acceptably excessive.
It’s disappointing that a
Newswire heavyweight would
lower himself to write an article that resembles a guy you
just met at a party rambling
to you about his opinions on
hip-hop.
The article commences
with Gstalder describing a
skit — not critiquing the skit
or discussing its purpose in the
overall album, just describing
it. This continues until he decides to get bold and directly
quote the skit. Not in any way
relevant to the review, he just
decides to throw it in.
Such outlines the major
theme of the article — Gst-

Newswire photo courtesy of Kate Ferrell

Recent hip-hop album review by Opinions and Editorials editor, Charlie Gstalder, while unfortunately lengthy,
wordy, unfocused and unapologetically his, succesfully passes as a review and provides exactly as expected.

alder giving his specific opinion on every track off the album for seemingly no reason.
This is first evident when
he talks about the song “Baptize,” which he describes as
a song about sex, drugs and
money. Isn’t that what every
rap song is about?
He also talks about the production of “Baptize,” saying it
has “one of the heaviest and
hard hitting subs (he’s) heard
in years.”
I have no idea what a sub is,
and the way he throws it in as

if I should lends itself beautifully to his distinct New Yorker sense of superiority.
Next, he moves on to track
three, and this is the first instance of him using high
school level vocabulary in
order to make himself look
smart, such as “hymnal” and
“permeates.”
The article takes an interesting turn when he discusses track four, “Ea’alah (family).” Quite simply, it’s a really
weird section, and I’m still really surprised that I like it.

The subject matter is congruent with the rest of the article; it begins with Gstalder
just straight up telling you
what the song is about.
Thus, my surprise primarily regards his word choice
— he uses the word “twangy,”
which is always fun, and even
throws in the word “goosebumps,” which of course
makes me think of my favorite children’s horror television
series.
It’s odd, but it really works.
Gstalder writes the section

beautifully and each read
makes me want to go watch a
Goosebumps episode, an emotional reaction so visceral I’m
rethinking my hatred of Gstalder.
His review of the song
“Mecca” is the first truly awful
section. It concerns his hatred
of songs about “spreading
love around the world” and
his opposition to the use of
South African greetings.
It sounds more like the
work of someone who hates
the world than the work of a
hip-hop critic — depressing
and mean. If you read the article, just skip the section —
it’s really not worth 30 seconds of your life.
I was blown away by the
final section where he talks
about the song “Jupiter.” I like
it because it’s short, so you
don’t have to subject yourself
to too much more of Gstalder’s writing.
He throws in one more
quote to increase his word
count and then ends on a joke
about how 2020 is bad. This
is not only a gorgeous conclusion, but it also delivers a
message that I will carry with
me through the end of this
year: Charlie Gstalder sucks.

Total score:
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The Sad Page

May 3, 2007
Aries: Kiwis can remember bad
memories for up to five years, just
like how you’ll never forget that
embarrassing thing you did your
first year

Libra: You’re going to get asked
out this week… by a member of the
Newswire editorial staff .
Scorpio: Happy almost/belated

Taurus: Ohio didn’t turn blue this

birthday! I hope you feel blessed by
the knowledge that you were most
likely conceived on Valentine’s day.

election. Somehow this is your
fault.

Gemini: Tomorrow you’ll wake

Sagittarius: Your favorite show is

up and your day will be so fine
until — boom! You remember
golf still exists.
•

Cancer: Soon winter break will be

upon us, and all your friends will
leave you. Don’t worry, they’ll have
a ton of fun with their friends at
home while you anxiously await
their return.

Virgo: You’re going to get into all
the classes you want next semester!
Unfortunately, they’ll all be taught
by professors rated three or lower
on RateMyProfessor.

B Y T ESS B REWER
Sad Writer

HaaHHGGHGffff (haw-HG-guh-guff):
Exasperation mixed with disbelief. Crazed
laughter also frequently accompanies this
scream.

Capricorn: Watch out: tomorrow

FUuuuurrrghhihhittt (FUH-urh-ghi-hit):
The censored scream. Creative stream of
foul language remixed into a huff of air.

Pisces: The stars foresee you get-

UN

Your despairing delve into
depressing diction™

UUUHHHHGHhhhhppp (UH-guh-pa):
Angry sigh. May be paired with the occasional FIP (Face-in-Pillow).

Aquarius: Every cute dog you
see on campus this week will be a
service dog that you are not allowed
to pet.

for your favorite cereal only to discover that your roommate finished it
all and put the empty box back.

Sadtionary

going to get canceled. And before
you ask, no, there’s no chance for a
Netflix revival.

you will go to an RA event solely
for the food and get roped into a
30-minute resume building seminar.

Leo: This week you’re gonna reach

memecenter.com

ting busted by either a mall cop or
an XUPD officer. They can’t know
for sure because it’s hard to tell the
difference.

Mmmmfghhgh-AHHH (mm-fug-hugAHH): Catch and release. The potential
scream energy is pent up and expended at
an impressive velocity.
GGGGRRHHHgggg (GER-hug): produced
at the sight of an exceptionally fluffy and
cute creature.
WAAAAAAAAAHHH (WAH): Intimidation scream, patented by WAH grandmaster, Waluigi. Brings fear into the heart of
racists and Bowser alike.

— Paid Advertisements —

(Note: While unpaid, we did receive class credits for running these ads.
I’m taking Satanism with Dr. Lucifer and let me tell you, it’s hell.)

